
The property can be read as follows : 
Let A and B be two inflated sets with diameter d such that A ⊂ B. Hence A=B.
Let us prove it by contradiction.
Let us assume A ≠ B. Hence there exists a point P such that P ∈ B and P ∉ A.
We denote  A' the set made of A and P.
Since A is inflated, the diameter of A' is strictly bigger than d.
But A' ⊂ B and the diameter of B is d, which is contradictory. We have hence proved that  A=B.

Figure opposite makes it easy to 
understand. If we unfold a Reuleaux 
triangle, we get a half circle which has the 
same perimeter. To get the area, we have 
to subtract the area of the white 
parallelogram.

Corollary 1

We just have to notice that the envelope of inflated sets of a such 
polygon is an inflated set and then apply property 1. 

Example with the equilateral triangle which gives the Reuleaux triangle.

Property 3

Conjecture 2

Property 4

Property 5 

For any point on the boundary of an inflated set with diameter d, there exists one point of the set 
at a distance d , as an inflated set can rotate while staying in contact with two parallel lines 
(distant from d).
Now suppose the boundary of an inflated set contains a segment [AB], then the midpoint I of this 
segment belongs to the boundary as well. Hence there exists a point C in the set, whose distance 
to I is d. As C belongs to the inflated set, the distance between C and the two point A and B is 
smaller or equal to d. But in a triangle, there is at least one of the sides whose length is bigger 
than the length of the median.
It is contradictory and thus, the property 3 is proved.

Property 2

Property 1

Again by contradiction : suppose there exists two parallel diameters [AB] 
and [CD] of the same inflated set. Then ABCD (or ABDC) is a 
parallelogram. But, in any parallelogram, one of the diagonals is bigger 
than [AB], which is impossible since [AB] is a diameter.

Let’s choose two points A and B on the surface of the volume obtained this way and 
consider the circle (C) passing through B and whose axis is (d) (see opposite). We 
have d(A,B) ≤ d(A,B') where B' is the point of (C) which is the furthest
to A. In this case [AB'] intersects the axis (d).
Then  A, B' and (d) are coplanar and included in starting 2D inflated set, and thus 
d(A,B') ≤ d. 

The proofs

During one of our presentations, one researcher proposed to us an inflated 
set which is not made of arcs of circles.
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Theorem 1
Proof of the generalized Buffon’s needle problem

We will consider the following problem :

We have regular laths whose width is d and we toss on them needles with length l. We are 
interested in the average number of contact points (denoted E(d,l)) between the borders of the 
laths and the needles.

Note : if l<d, E(d,l) is in fact the probability for a needle to intersect a border. This is the Buffon’s needle problem.

If we consider two-coloured needles , one part (with length l1) been red , the other part 
(with length l2) been blue (and thus l=l1+l2).
Then, the sum of the average number of « red » contact points plus the average number of 
« blue » contact points is the average number of contact points : E(d,l1+l2)=E(d,l1)+E(d,l2).

The function E(d,l) is linear (through the origin) in terms of l, hence E(d,l)=C
d
 × l.

To find this value of C
d
, we have to notice that : 

1- If the needle is a broken-line, l=l
1
+l

2
+...+l

n
, like in the previous cas, we have 

E(d,l)=E(d,l1)+E(d,l2)+...+E(d,l
n
)

But any of the l
i
, is indeed like the previous case, so E(d,l

i
)=C

d
 × l

i

Which leads to E(d,l)=C
d
 × l

1
+C

d
 × l

2
+...+C

d
 × l

n
=C

d
 ×( l

1
+l

2
+...+l

n
)=C

d
 × l.

This note doesn’t give us yet the value of C
d 
, but allows us the generalized our formula for 

broken (and even closed) needles.

We can inscribe into a circle a regular polygon (denoted I
n
) with n sides (whose length is i

n
).

We can also build an external regular polygon (denoted E
n
) with n sides (whose length is e

n
) 

such that the circle is circumscribed to E
n
.

Every time a laths’ border intersects I
n
, it will intersect twice the circle and hence 

E(d,I
n
) ≤ E(d,Circle).

Every time a laths’ border intersects the circle, it will intersect twice E
n
 and hence 

E(d,Circle) ≤ E(d,E
n
).

So we have C
d
 × (n × i

n
) ≤ E(d,Circle) ≤ C

d
 × (n × e

n
)

When n tends to +∞ ,  (n × i
n
) and (n × e

n
)  both tend to the perimeter of the circle (π × d) , 

and hence, according to the squeeze theorem E(d,Circle)=C
d
 × π × d.

Eventually, we get  E(d,Circle)=C
d
 × π × d =2, which gives C

d
=2/(π × d )

2 - If the needle is a circle with diameter d , then l=π × d  and E(d,l)=2
 (since there are always two contact points , so the average is 2). 
Let us see if we can generalize our formula.

Conclusion : E(d,l)=2 × l/(π × d )  is valid for broken AND closed needles (we can use the same 
method than the one for the circle, squeezing it between two broken lines, one inside, the other outside).

For an inflated set with diameter d, then the average number of contact points will be 2 and 
E(d,l)=2 × l/(π × d )=2 , wich gives l=π × d.
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